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Renishaw, a world-leading metrology specialist, recently
launched the VIONiC series, a new family of ultra-high
accuracy, super-compact all-in-one digital incremental
encoders.
Designed for the world’s most demanding motion
control applications, the VIONiC series brings together
Renishaw’s renowned filtering optics with a new custom
interpolation and monitoring ASIC (Application-Specific
Integrated Circuit) that enhances dynamic signal
processing and improves signal stability. Renishaw has
created its highest performance incremental encoder
system so far, at the same time combining all necessary
interpolation and digital signal processing inside the
readhead to eliminate the requirement for additional
external interfaces.
The VIONiC range has been designed to reduce overall
system size to the minimum achievable for a high-performance
system, whilst delivering class-leading performance in terms of
cyclic error, jitter, speed, resolution and accuracy. Customers
can choose between two VIONiC readhead variants.
The standard VIONiC readhead features a cyclic error of
<±30 nm, a range of available resolutions from 5 µm to 20 nm,
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and speeds beyond 12 m/s. Alternatively for the most
demanding performance requirements, customers can select
VIONiCplus™ with best-in-class cyclic error to <±10 nm, low
jitter of <1.6 nm RMS and resolutions from 100 nm down to
2.5 nm. A comparison of interpolated error values for VIONiC
and VIONiCplus encoders is shown in the figure below. High
accuracy encoders are essential to minimise velocity ripple,
which is important in constant-velocity applications such as
laser scanning.

Applications which benefit most from VIONiC are those
requiring the highest levels of motion control precision,
specifically micro-manufacturing, micro-positioning and
precision optics manufacture. This article explores the
important role of high-performance encoder systems in these
applications.

Micro-manufacturing
Micro-manufacturing is a discipline concerned with the
manufacture of small components with dimensions of a
few millimetres or less. Micro feature sizes are below those
achievable by conventional machine tools. Techniques used in
micro-manufacturing are derived from mask-based lithographic
processes used in the semi-conductor industry. Modifications
to these standard techniques have produced an array of new
approaches. Laser micro-machining has gained popularity in
recent years, specifically the use of excimer (pulsed) lasers
to produce 3D microstructures. The majority of excimer laser
systems use a technique known as mask projection and are
capable of high feature resolution, fine depth control, excellent
reproducibility and the ability to cover large workpiece areas.
In mask projection, the depth profile of microstructural
features is controlled by the laser pulse duration, power and
beam shape. The beam position on a workpiece is directly
controlled by a precision X-Y motion stage. One of the biggest
advantages of these systems is their flexibility for a range of
micro-engineering tasks. For instance, Synchronised Overlay
Scanning (SOS) is a mode of operation whereby the mask and
workpiece are moved in unison during the laser machining
process. SOS has applications in the printing, semi-conductor
and flat panel display (FPD) industries. Since mask projection
involves a de-magnification factor, the mask has to travel
faster by the same factor and in the opposite direction during
synchronised scanning. This is accomplished with high
precision motion control via position encoder feedback. The
encoder is typically used to determine the position, velocity
and acceleration of the workpiece relative to the mask so as
to allow the control system to maintain the desired number
of laser pulses over the entire exposure area. This requires
an encoder with high accuracy due to the effects of error
propagation on time-derivatives. As microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) and other micro devices become even
smaller and more complex, there will be increasing demand
for encoder systems with better accuracy and higher
performance.
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Micro-positioning
A micro-positioning stage is a low profile motion stage capable
of sub-micron position control. Leading manufacturers tend to
adopt two approaches in design. One is to use rotary motors
and mechanical linkages to convert rotary motion into linear
motion in the X, Y and Z directions. The other is to use linear
motors to eliminate gearing and simplify the kinematic design.
The preferred placement of position encoders is with the
encoder scale attached to the payload platform rather than on
the motor. This allows very precise motion control due to the
absence of linkages between the encoder and object being
measured. Parallel kinematic designs, including hexapods,
are particularly common and make use of rotary servomotors
to control cranks or leadscrews in order to actuate the stage.
In an example system, gearing ratios slow down the servo
input with respect to the output and reduce the required
rotary motor resolution and applied torque by a significant
factor. Inverse kinematic equations allow motor position to be
determined from the linear X-Y axis encoder data alone via the
implementation of a virtual encoding technique. The motors
are then commanded using actuator joint angles computed
from the measured linear stage displacement. Inaccuracies
in the encoder output have a large effect on the precision of
the commanded motion, which negatively impacts overall
stage performance. High performance encoder solutions are
appropriate and necessary in this case. Applications for micropositioning stages include position control for semiconductor
photolithography and gene sequencing processes among
others.

Precision optics manufacturing
Precision CNC lens polishing is the final stage of the lens
manufacturing process. When polishing spherical or aspherical
surfaces using CNC machines, form tools are used that are
adapted to the required final lens shape.
The tool aperture (polishing surface) is typically large, at twice
the lens aperture, but sub-aperture polishing is also possible.
Material removal rate during optical polishing depends on
the tool pressure and the relative velocity between the tool
and workpiece. During the process a polishing suspension is
applied, while the polishing tool is traversed across the lens
surface through a predetermined computer-controlled path.
Sub-aperture polishing systems are very precise machines
that enable the fabrication of shapes that would be too costly
to produce using conventional techniques. Sub-aperture
polishing involves first bringing the tool into contact with a
representative part for a known amount of time in order to
characterise the polishing rate. This serves as the basis for
the deterministic surface correction of the lens. The next step
is to establish the forward removal problem by simulating
the tool path as it traverses the optic. The inverse problem is
then solved to produce the process parameters required for
the desired surface. The solution determines the exact dwell
time of the tool at each location, tool pressure and relative
tool velocity. CNC lens polishing machines are composed
of numerous axes including X, Y and Z axes. An example
polishing machine comprises a base with bi-directional Y and
X axis linear stages for controlling workpiece position in the
X-Y plane. Furthermore, the polishing tool spindle is typically
mounted on a rotary axis attached to a vertical slide on the
machine frame. The workpiece is also mounted on a separate
spindle orthogonal to the tool spindle. Profile inaccuracies for
a finished precision lens of <0.5 µm are common. Compact
encoders with high-precision and accuracy are required for
high-gain positional and velocity feedback control on most of
the aforementioned axes. Tool interaction with the workpiece

invariably leads to high-frequency disturbances. Expansion
of servo-loop bandwidth is required to eliminate errors that
cause surface roughness. Inaccuracy in lens polishing tends
to lead to the loss of a workpiece and is costly. State-of-theart encoder solutions are justified in terms of both cost and
performance in this industry.

Summary
Renishaw’s VIONiC series is the first conventional optical
encoder family to deliver the performance advantages of
ultra-fine pitch (<4 µm) systems with the additional benefits
of better yaw and ride-height tolerance, easier installation,
smaller system size, higher speeds, more flexible scale options
including longer lengths, better dirt immunity and lower cost.
Customer’s in micro- and nano- fabrication, precision motion
control and other demanding industries can now choose
VIONiC encoders for their motion control needs.
For further information on VIONiC systems, please visit
www.renishaw.com/vionic.
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About Renishaw
Renishaw is an established world leader in engineering technologies, with a strong history of innovation in product development
and manufacturing. Since its formation in 1973, the company has supplied leading-edge products that increase process
productivity, improve product quality and deliver cost-effective automation solutions.
A worldwide network of subsidiary companies and distributors provides exceptional service and support for its customers.
Products include:
• Additive manufacturing and vacuum casting technologies for design, prototyping, and production applications
• Dental CAD/CAM scanning systems and supply of dental structures
• Encoder systems for high-accuracy linear, angle and rotary position feedback
• Fixturing for CMMs (co-ordinate measuring machines) and gauging systems
• Gauging systems for comparative measurement of machined parts
• High-speed laser measurement and surveying systems for use in extreme environments
• Laser and ballbar systems for performance measurement and calibration of machines
• Medical devices for neurosurgical applications
• Probe systems and software for job set-up, tool setting and inspection on CNC machine tools
• Raman spectroscopy systems for non-destructive material analysis
• Sensor systems and software for measurement on CMMs
• Styli for CMM and machine tool probe applications

For worldwide contact details, visit www.renishaw.com/contact
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